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Hello and Welcome!
Welcome to the first day of the rest of your well designed life! I am delighted and honored that you
have chosen to meet and review your projects with me. I look forward to hopefully working on your
project together! As we begin this journey together, I want you to keep a few things in mind.

You are my sole focus whenever I am working on your project. No multi - tasking, no sidetracking.
Just you. That's how I believe my clients deserve to be treated.
Your needs and wants for your home, the end results, and your experience along the way are so
important to me. I do everything humanly possible to ensure a successful project and an end result
that you will love.
Your project will not be problem - free. it's the nature of the beast. That is why I am committed to
communicating clearly and openly with you and to problem - solve each issue. I will never present
you with a problem without also presenting a solution.
At Laura Mitchell Interior Design, we try to make the process streamlined, efficient and fun! We
work hard to make sure that the end result is not only beautiful, but also functional.

With that in mind, please take a moment to review the following pages of our Design Guide. In this
packet you will find my design process, the heart of why I do what I do, along with some of the most
common FAQs I get from clients.

The design process is exciting - so be prepared to be amazed and awed at the beauty of your home
and don't be surprised if we are true friends by the end of your project. I can't wait to know you better
and to create beauty in your space.

Again, thank you for choosing Laura Mitchell Interior Design. I look forward to working with you!
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"Interior Design is my passion & I can promise you
I will pour my heart & soul into your home."
-Laura Mitchell, Owner & Principal Designer

About Laura Mitchell Interior Design
Our Brand Promise
Laura Mitchell Interior Design is a heart - centered, customer - focused, results - driven full service interior
design firm. We promise to honor your home, respect your vision for how you want to live in it, be open to
your ideas, and take the time to listen to your needs and guide you through every step of the project. We
advocate for you as you navigate through the process of hiring contractors, and we promise to provide you
with superior customer service, transparency and authenticity. The result of our collaboration will be your
ideal version of luxury - a beautiful, functional and comfortable home that you can be proud of.

Our Why
We believe in designing on purpose because design is not just a job for us. We enjoy meeting clients exactly
where they are, and working hard to find creative solutions for every challenge and need. We believe that
your home should be the place where you live your best life. We believe in using our natural design skills and
talent, experience and resources, knowledge and education to challenge the status quo and bring you a
unique and well - thought out space.

Our Who
Clients from all walks of life and all stages. Clients who are open to new ideas and change. Clients who will
trust our vision and be open to our guidance. Clients who want to live their best life in their very own homes.
Clients who don't have the time and will trust the process and their design in to our very capable hands.

Our What
Vast resources, sampling and design studio. Commitment to sourcing the best products and materials.
Commitment to investing into our business growth so our clients can benefit. Commitment to a streamlined
process from our first contact, and even beyond installation. Commitment to continuing education.
Connections and networks of vendor, tradespeople and artisans.

Our How
Our special skillset of problem - solving, attention to detail, driven to accomplishing great things, can - do
attitude, get things done mentality. Thinking outside of the box; rejecting the status quo, common trends
and stale fads. Being flexible, adaptable and agile in today's changing landscape. We may push you a bit
so we can achieve that grand vision and unique space that will be your style. We serve your needs,
communicate with transparency, educate you throughout the process so you are never left in the dark.

Our Process
Our tried and true design process is meant to reduce your
overwhelm and keep your project on schedule.

Step 1

Step 2

Consultation & Project

Creation & Presentation

Kickoff
Initial contact
Discovery call
Design consult in home
Design proposal sent within 48 hours
outlining scope of work and design fee
Upon approving the proposal/signing of
LOA, deposit is taken (50% of design fee)
and project begins!
Project kickoff meeting in home
Deep dive into inspirational images
Measurements & before photos taken
by my team

Design concept created and sent within 2
weeks of project kick off
Schedule on - site walk - through of all
trades needed for quotes
Design and draw up floor plans with space
planning (3D renderings if added on)
Source all furniture, materials, art
Obtain finish samples and fabric memos
for presentation
Presentation Day Meeting - 4-6 weeks
following project kickoff
Present design plans explaining the
style concept, color palette, and all
items sourced. You will be presented
with fabric and finish samples. you will
be provided a Furnishing Fee quote
which outlines the total investment of
furnishings.
Estimates for any trades
Feedback due within 1 week of
presentation
Revisions due within 1 week of feedback

Our Process
Our tried and true design process is meant to reduce your
overwhelm and keep your project on schedule.

Step 3

Step 4

Product Procurement &

Installation (REVEAL!)

Design Implementation
Furnishing Fee Quote approved & invoice

This is where the magic happens! Myself, along

sent

with my crew, will transform your home down

100% of furnishing fee due up front

to the last accessory! It truly is that magical

cash, check/ACH or cc accepted

HGTV moment!

Remaining Design Fee balance (50%) is

Purchase final touches and accessories for

due

styling

Purchase orders

Schedule moving team to delivery

Scheduling of trades to begin work

everything

Schedule and track all deliveries

Schedule and trades that need to be

Weekly "Friday Update" email sent keeping

present on installation day

you in the loop on project status

You will receive an email with installation

Receive all items to our receiving
warehouse

date/time and instructions
It is recommended to be out of the

I visit our warehouse to put eyes on all

home for installation day

pieces before they are installed in your

The BIG REVEAL!

home

Final walk - through and remedy any issues

Remedying any incorrect or damaged
items

Step 5
Media Day

Media day is the day we bring our
photographer to photograph your home for our
website, social media platforms, marketing and
publications, with your approval, of course!

18 Things You Should Know About Working
with Laura Mitchell Interior Design
1. Budget: Without clear financial parameters, we

3. Pricing Guidelines: Our manufactures set guidelines

can't plan your project effectively. With a budget in

for companies like LMID to price at. We do not spend

mind (and in writing) we will be off to the races and

hours scouring the internet for the cheapest price

on the right track from the get - go.

available, however our pricing is below or at retail (or
MRSP). Purchasing from a designer has many benefits

2. Purchasing from LMID: Consider us your

unavailable with a retail store. With a designer, you can

storefront. We purchase furniture and accessories

expect a cohesive home that takes into account all design

from trade - only and custom manufactures to meet

aspects. Think of it as a custom room that turns vision into

your project needs, on your behalf. Much like Pottery

reality!

Barn can not legally disclose their manufactures,
neither can we. But rest assured, we are sourcing

4. Retail: When clients make retail purchases outside of

from top and exclusive vendors to bring you the

LMID it can affect the overall quality of design, and may

highest and most unique products.

not work whether visually or logistically and can result in a
less than perfect space. Avoiding stores during our time
together can save you money and time on the backend.

5. Decisions & Changes: The cost and completion time
of your project will increase any time you request
additions or changes. Completion time is also affected
by the time you take to communicate your decisions to
us. Timely responses are always best. We understand
that making detailed decisions can be stressful, but we
are here to make it easier. our role isn't only to create
the space of your dreams, but to be your sounding
board. Be confident in your vision as you move through
the process. You can stay confident with us in your
corner!

6.Updates: We will keep you updated on the progress of
orders and projects and share the lead times that we are
given from our vendors. This information may not always
be accurate, and it may not always be what you wish to
hear. However, we will do our very best to move things
along as quickly as possible.

7. Lead Time: Add an extra four weeks to any product’s
estimated delivery time. It will always take longer than
originally estimated. Due to COVID - 19 it has made it
difficult to give an exact lead time. However, we will
always try our best to ensure timely delivery but cannot
promise an exact date.

8. Back Orders: Factories make a certain number of
items on a schedule. An item may be out of stock and on
back order. Usually, the factory will give us an expected
ship date. There is no guarantee that the date will be
accurate. We will keep you informed and give you
options.

9.Discontinued Items: There will be times when a
selected item is no longer available. While it is a
disappointment and an inconvenience, we will find
acceptable replacements and solutions.

10. Custom Orders: Custom orders are non
refundable.

11. Restocking Charges and Cancellations:
Sometimes a factory will allow non-custom
merchandise to be returned with a restocking fee. This
fee ranges from 10% to 60%, plus shipping, to return
the item.

12. Freight Damage: Merchandise may be damaged
during shipment. Resolution may be provided in the
form of discounts, pick up and reshipping of the item,
or local repair. The factory usually makes this decision.
We will resolve this in a timely manner and ensure the
merchandise delivered to you is in pristine condition.

13. Freight Charges:

A 15% freight charge is added to your Furnishing Fee Quote that is paid up front. This

freight charge covers warehouse to your house and everything in between (delivery from manufacture to
receiving warehouse, receiving/inspection/storage fees, as well as delivery from receiving warehouse to your
home. If unforeseen circumstances come up and long - term storage at warehouse is required, additional
storage fees will be applied. **See attached document: "What is Freight".

14. Installations:

I will schedule and be present for all installations and deliveries.

15. Billing & Payment Options:
Design Fees:

50% of the total design fee is due after signing of LOA. Remaining 50% is due after design

presentation and required to move forward with Step 3: Product Procurement & Design Implementation.

Furnishing Fee:

100% of the furnishing fee is required before moving forward with Step 3: Product

Procurement & Design Implementation.

The furnishing fee includes taxes and freight (warehouse to your

house).

Payment Options:

We accept payment via cash, check/ACH or credit card.

16. Standard Hours of Operation & Contact Information
Monday - Friday 8:00am - 5:00pm
Saturday & Sunday: Closed
Email: laura@lauramitchellinteriordesign.com
Phone: (763) 238 - 4774
Preferred method of contact: Email

17. Trust the Process:

The interior design process can sometimes be unconventional. Whether we are

securing art commissions or finalizing finishes know that we forever have your best interest in mind while
setting the stage, putting the cherry on top and every step in between.

18. Have fun!:

This one is a true must (and rarely ever an issue). We found that our love for our jobs and our

client’s passion for their homes always results in something magically and amazingly fun. We are so excited to
work with you in your space. Following these guidelines will help make the process go smoothly and ensure we
have fun along the way.

We look forward to working with you!!

What additional
costs can I
expect?
I do my best to give you accurate pricing during design
presentation, however at times vendor pricing does increase from
the time of presentation to the time of purchase order. In these
circumstances I will notify you of the price difference and if you

Answering my

would like to move forward with the price increase.

A 15% freight fee is added to your initial furnishing fee to avoid

FAQ's

additional costs later in the project. A 15% freight fee is an
industry standard to cover all costs from warehouse to your house.

Unforeseen circumstances that may result in additional costs can
include, but are not limited to scope increase, labor, vendor price
increases, installation, long - term storage.

How do I
know what to
budget?

I do my best to provide you with an estimated investment amount

Can I use
existing
furniture?

when providing you with your design service proposal.

This estimate range will be based on projects I've done in the
past, and it's a recommendation that I believe would achieve a
very layered and complete look. It's difficult to put an actual
number on the budget until I begin to source actual items. As I'm

Definitely yes. We respect our clients' desire to repurpose
and reuse pieces as much as possible. With that said, we
are also very honest about what works and what doesn't

specifying and sourcing I will definitely be keeping the ultimate
budget in mind and will make every effort to stay within that. That
is the goal.

- for example if a piece is just too big for the room, we
will recommend moving it to another room where it might
work better

What if I decide

As the creative process evolves however, there are items or
design elements that I may find would be perfect for the design,
but may push us over budget. If I do go above it after putting
together the ideal design for your home, I would like the

mid project I want

opportunity to present that design to you, and we can have a

to add more

conversation and reverse engineer from there if needed. I will

spaces/rooms?

provide guidance as to what items we need, to keep the integriity
of the design intact and which ones we can either eliminate or

Increasing the scope of work is not a problem! We

find less expensive options for.

welcome it. However, it will require an updated scope
of work and additional design fee.

As an example, as I'm dreaming up your design I may decide to do
some wall paneling in one room. But maybe after receiving the
quote back it's above our budget, I'd still love to show you that

Can I shop

design and you can decide if it's worth the splurge and maybe cut
back on something else. This is just an example, but this is what

on my own?

the creative process can look like.

My primary goal as your designer is to create the best design for
While we LOVE incorporating those personal and

you, and the goal right after that is to do it within a certain

heirloom pieces of yours, once I have began the

budget. You can be assured that I will never specify anything that

creative design process I ask that you do not select

I don't truly believe is right for the design and your family needs.

items. Doing so may not fit the overall design.

